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ABSTRACT
In the speech communica ion classroom, values

clarification activities can be used as motivational techniques and

as methods for teaching interpersonal communication skills. LearLing

to use communication skills can be a values-clarifying process in

itself and can occur in speech areas viewed as primarily cognitive:
argumentation, persuasion, discussion, and so on. In addition,
teachers must be able to apply effective interpersonal skills to
their own teaching and to recognize that many of these skills will be

for listening, responding, and questioning, as well as for. informing.

Finally, student evaluation can be approached using the princIples of

personal growth and can range from brief feedback to a complex set oil'

criterion-referenced assignments or contracts. In short, values
clarification can be considered a technique whose impact is already
discernible in the texts and teaching of speech communication.
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ars, speech communication

education has shifted its t_ imary emphasis from public

speaking to a broader field of studies including

interpersonal communication. Recent interest in in-

terpersonal communication parallels increased attention

to the application of humanistic psychology to class-

room learring. The purpose of this paper is to explore

the relationship between one of the most celebrated

areas of the humanistic education movcmsnt, values

clarification, and some current emphasen in speech

communication education. Xany popular speech commun-

ication texts directly incorporate activities found in

values clarification
literature, or in a general way,

encourage students to discover, develop, and act on

their values.1 This article explores some of the goals,

student learning activities, teacher methods, and

evaluation procedures of both values clarification and

interpersonal communication. My concern will not be

with conceptual differences or criticisms of either

area, but with a framework from which we in speech

communication might consider the work of a related area

whose impact is noticeable in our texts and teaching.

For centu_es philosophy and religion have been

concerned with values, and, traditionally, training

in values was left to the home and church. But

family and reliaion have had an increasingly small

influence on young people. Few would deny that there

are far too many students who are not clear what their

lives are for or what is worth working for. This

c-N, category includes
students that teachers recognize as

apathetic, flightly, uncertain, inconsistent, or who

are drifters,overconformers, over dissenters, or

role players.2 Many underachievers, whose problem

are not primarily physical or emotional, are also in
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this group. In viewing this complex set T--)1-(forns,

Louis Rathn considered the i=lications of the litera-

ture of ,Talues devolopment for teaching. Based on qome

of the work of John Dewey, Raths built a theory of values

offering specific eid to teanhers. In addition to the

work of Dewey, values clarification has incorporated

the work of many other phliosoPhers, sociologists, ard

psychologists such as Gordon ?Alpert, Edgar Friedenberg,

Carl Rogers, Erich Fromm and others. But values clari-

fication is essentially a teaching m8thodclogy and it

has been developed, practiced, and popularized by many

of Raths' students, particularly Dr. Sidney Simon.

Humanistic_ Goals: Values Clarification and Intet

sonel Communication

In tgeir article Interr,rsonal commu-ication in

The Speech Teacher, Arthur Bochner and Clifford Kelly

state tnat their ": _major thesis is: al/ training in

interpersonal skills should have as_its objective the
.3

develo ment o interpersonally competent individuals.

One of ,e assumptions essential to Bochner's and

Kelly's framework is that every person is motivated to

interact effectively with his or her environment. This

assumption is consistent with the belief in the growth-

promoting nature of human beings in humanistic psy-

chology. Carl Rogers said, "I dare to believe that

when the human being is inwardly free to choose what-

ever he deeply values, he tends to value those objects,

experiences, and goals which make for his own eurvival,

growth, and development and for the survival and

development of others. I hypothesize that it is char-

acteristic of the human organism to prefer such

actualizing and socialized goals when he is exposed to

a growth-promoting climate."4

In his book, Human Values in the Classroom:
_

Teaching for Personal and Social Growth, Robert Hawley

sharply focuses on the beliefs of Carl Rogers and

others when he says, "It is the schools' chief func-

tion to produce socially self-actualizing people"5

This statement points to Bochner's and Kelly's secOnd



assumption that individuals aro not effective at birth;

we are acosi,li, neither effective nor lhoffeoLive.

Social effeetiyeness is lerned thronhout

Fc)l- teashing and curriculum planning come

from research in a variety of areas. Ancording to

&Jehnr and Kelly, tne research suggests that all

effectiY., internersonal processes share a common core

of characteristics which aro, essentially, the ability

to diagncse; the ability to understand the interper-

sonal context; and, the ability to act sn one's

understanding, effectuation.' Complete social effec-

tiveness involves transformation of one's understanding

into enticm.

These guidelines are also highly consistent with the

processes -)f values clarification. Students are not

only as;-',, i to choose values, but they are also asked

to act up n them in a way that is consistent with .ither

values in their lives. Louis Raths defined a value as.

"A personal guide that gives direction to life, helps

us relate to the world and take purposeful action."8

The fourth goal common to values clarification and
interpersonal communication is the mastery of a process.

Speech communication education now places less

emphasis on external, prescriptive standards of

behavior and pays less attention to the product, "the

speech," than to students' understanding of the various

processes by which messages are encoded and decoded.

Sharon Ratliffe and Deldee Herman; for example, state,

in their teachers guide to Adventures rn the Looking.

Glass that the contemporary communication approach

aims at identifying available options, determining

which options are appropriate to each of us, commun-

icating with ,purselves and with others in order to

achieve the desired option, making and living with a

decision and having the courage to change it in the

future. They state, furthermore, that the contemporary

approach means that students seek out their own values

and behavior, "What is 'right or wrong,"good or
bad' for me takes precedence over, yet clearly takes

3
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into rr.t'sn
f,or

l;athor tha.z J fixed

tnelt- oses

then select unu erents fro

-I l 10 (Jr:

cc_ols to values

c-larificajon (ind to interersonal communication

studies, let now consider the vilues filarifioation

process itcelf. ValJas_laritication_and Tuaninu,
Raths, Harmag, and .--=imon say, "In general, we might

say that we aTyply thinking t-ishnigues tc

matters that aro largely in ths effe,otive domain. -

Thinking 5ki11s help studouts totvor alternatives
and to h.redi,:.t possilile outcomes of their choices,

valhihg Ioo4 t mal-:ing a choice and cherishing

and pri.l!ing loads to sustaining the choice. Thure

aro sevon criteria for a value. If one can meet all

scerun criteria, ho or sh,=t 117)Ids a value. The criteria

are:

1. Choosiry-i from alternative.s.

2. Choosing after careful consideration of the

consequences of each alternative.

3. Choosing freely.
4. Prizing, being glad of one's choice.

5. Prizing, 1-eing willing to 7-liblicly aff.-m

one's choice.
6. Acting upon one s choice, incorporating

choices into behavior.
7. Acting ui-on .i'ne's choice rpoatedly, over

time.
1 3



Sp, commnnicatiL
clar ation procoss

JO M tne valcs-1
on offer

an extensi,. d'es-oription of one aspect of speech com-

munication in values clari oation, class discus-

sion en lreoed issuo. 14 The - discussion,

emphasizing tecnniues that lea:1 to eder usage than

values mlarifization, cff.- ific examPls of the

value clarH77ying discussion, role p1071cc, contrived

incidents, the zio-zag lesson, the '- advocate,

and vaic -7'--se and many more cIfic

activities found in Values Clarification:

of Practical Strategies for Teachers and ctudents are

designed to stimulate thinking, talking, playing out,

the consideration of alternative values held by others,

and the choice of personal values.15

But valuing is Floc essentially

et al. caution against the "noise of defensiveness,

arguing, student attempts to please the teacher, to

"show off4" to conform or to remain passive in dis-

cussions.16 Robert Hawley underscores these notions

when he says, "Improving communication skills, then,

requires an awareness of the variety and scope of this

'noise' and skills for reducing and controlling 'noise'

in the messag."17 Hawley defines noise as anything

which L7haancls energy away from the business of

understanding and supporting.

Values clarification uses communica ion based

activities as a means of discovering values and of

exPloring others' values, but the process of learning

how to communicate effectively can also be a values

clarification process in itself. In an article



entitled "Beyond Values Clarification," Howard

Kirschenbaum says, "1 realize haw the coals of mome

effective communication and the ability to deal with

one's feelings were as important as the choosing,

prizing, and acting coals of values clarification:

imultanecusly, Sid Simon and Merrill Hermin also were

exoerienoing tte nower of verbal and nonne-hal comzun-

ication exeroios in work."18

Kirschenbaum furthrr exolores the funcion of sneech

when he discusses one of the seven valuing teria:

affirmation. Althaugh affirmation fs suitable for

public sett'---s, n'st of the values clarifying acti-

vities occul :n dyadic or small grouo settinas. When

we ar,- affir. . lag, wa are less concerned with the process

of valuing than we are with the product. Affirmation

has value for those who have an opportunity to clarify

their values by listening to others, but not for the

person engaged in the Process. Kirschenbaum prefc-is

to substitute "sharing" for affirmation as an intrin-

sir,Iliv iml.:.rtant part of the process for the person

doina the valuing. Essentially, he defines "sharing"

as the sharing of self or self disclosure. :,E-elf dis-

closure is a values clarifying process:

First, we are social beings whose self-

concept is developed through interaction

with others. Only by cfnaring our inner

selves with others and by receiving their

rejection can we fully accept ourselves

or deal with the aspects of ourselves

which we, to some extent, reject. And if

we do not accept ourselves, then neither

can we become open to our inner experiences

nor can we have the confidence to make our

own choices. Secondly, self-disclosure

has a clarifying effect. As we reveal

outselves, we hear ourselves speak, we get

others' reactions, we think "that's not

exactly what I meant to say" or "I haven't

conveyed what I'm really feeling or "next

time I'd like to put it differently."19

7
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rscheuhaum concludes that sinue s-_--disclosurP is

essential to th,- values clarification aracess, then

values clarification must be broadened "to include

all those processes h which effective self-disclosure

takes place -- in a word: communication... Verbal
and nonverbal communication. the giving and receiving

of feedback, sendins c1,2er messages, empathic
listening-- all these processes and others foster
self-disclosure and exposure to alternatives and,
therefore, are part and parcel of the values-
clarification process.'

K&rschenbauxn also expands the traditional processes
of choosing, prizing, and acting on values to include

five major areas: Feeling, Thinking, Communicating,

Choosing, and Acting.21 Many of his subprocesses
include areas traditionally taught in our own speech

classes. The Feeling category, for example, includes

openness to and acceptance of one's inner experience.

Thinking includes distinguishing fact from opinion,

supported from unsupported arguments, analyzing prop-

aganda and stereotypes, and using _logic. Communi-

cating includes sending cl,:ar messages verbally and

nonverbally, empathic drawing out, asking

questlons, giving and receiving feedback, and con-

flict resolution. Choosing includes generating and
considering alternatives, problem solving, data

gathering and choosing. This listing might well be

an outline for a curriculum with courses in intra-

personal and interpersonal communication, public

speaking, propaganda, argumentation, and group discus-

sion rather than an outline of processes of values

clarification.

Values Clar' ice 'on in Speech Coitunication Education

As the proponents of values clarification have

searched for fuller dimensions in their methodology,

speech communication educators might also look beyond

the specific exercises and objectives of their teaching

to study the implications of their work on.the values
clarifying of their students. An article in The

7
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Soeoch Teach.-- for axa_mple, states that, "Many of the

exenalses ed by Bidnev Smcn, Leland Bowe,

and !-:ward Y n Values Clarification can

be used for oazoyment in the classrocm-- providind

a ,l-,hance of tacc, a novelty effect, and tension re-
lief-- as well as 0.-retir. o attentior to soecific

areas of concern."r- The "significant Ltreas of con-
dern" alluded tc are nr7t devclopd and are also,

nerhaps, overlooked by teachers.

Alton Barbour and Alvin cloldberg state in Interner7

sonal Con=dnication: Teachin- Strate-ies and Resources
that, "The study of internersonol communication al-
lows for tremendous flexibility and resourcefulness
in techniques and methods of teachinm and learning."23
Values clarificatian activities miant not only pro-
vide a zhange of pact, but they might also offer a
sourue of aftivitieS designed to illustrate the use

of effective intraperscnal and interpersonal commun-
ication.

MOre important than merely incorporating specific

values clarification exorcises in their classes, how-
ever, teachers might become more mindful of the
broader nature of their work in helping students to
clarify and to act on personal values as they learn
communication skills and principles. Advocates of
values clarification call for a curriculum based on a

tri-level pvramil. Facts are at the base; concepts
at the center; values at the top. While mastering

facts and dealing with concepts, students should be
asked to relate learning to their own lives.

values
concepts
facts

We have incorrectly assumed that tbe
ability for rational and abstract thought
also enables people to make value deci-

sions. But cognitive ability does not
automatically provide people with solu-
tions to values problems. We have seen

8
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too roy reonle who hold col11-'gr2

deqreos, but who aru unfhlfiled
in their own lives, their marriao-

their homes, and their jots. We

have also seon brjiltant scholars

contribute to tho dostruction of

hu,man life and the physical en-
yiroment because thoy did not con-
sider the consequences of their
work, the lives of the humans
affected, or the values their work

encouraged.24

Clearly, knowledge or skill in the use of communi-

cation is not sufficient. The question remains how

much teaching about communication exists in the cog-

nitive realm. How do we use cognitive skills about

communication to inform students values in their

uses of these skills? If we attempt to help students

clarify personal values in the process of learning to

communicate, it is also necessary to clarify values

on the uses of communication skills onc- mastered.

Barbour and Goldberg oommcnt:

Affectivo learning is every bit

as important as cognitive learning,

yet it has been ignored by the

schools, as have the concerns for

values. The teacher of inter-
personal communication can hardly

avoid dealing with the affective

or emotional side of learning or

tryinc,, to deal with the questions

of values that such learning in-

volves, even though there is no

"right answer" to such questions.z°

Teacher Coiuunication

Having examined some of the ways in which values

clarification and speech communication are related

to students' learning, let us now consider their

9
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functions in the teachin process. Although students

are often involved in group work, projects and other

independent activities, the teacher still structures

learning, shares knowledge and sets the tone of open-

ness, trust, and honesty whiie motivating students to

do work that is demanding and rIgorous. Barbour and

Goldberg state:

Fundamentally... the teacher must be

able to facilitate learning, to pro-
vide information, to stimulate face-

to-face ex7ceriences which place
responsibility for learning on the
..udents, to identify and utilize
esources in the class for information

and insight, and, most important1V,
to practice what he preaches about

the ways in which individuals relate

to and communicate with one another.

Raths, et al., include a lengthy discussion of a

particular type of teAcher communication, the value

clarifying response.27 Essentially, this is a way of

responding to students in order to encourage them to

consider what they are choosing, prizing, or doing.

Like other constructive feedback, it is not evalua-

tive, but it stimulates the students to think about

values. "Did you think about the alternatives yet?"

"Have you done anything about that?" "What are some

of the good points about this?" The values clarifying

response is very brief, but it offers the teacher

another communication strategy, another reminder about

the numbers of ways teacher communication can be used

effectively.

Summar zing the role of the teacher in the class-

room, Harmin et al. have listed some of the teacher

behaviors that seem to promote effective values clari-

fication. Like those discussed by Barbour and

Goldberg for the interpersonal communication behavior,

especially to listening, offering feedback, and ques-

tioning, rather than the traditional teacher communi-

cation, "telling," values clarification is effective

10
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when a teacher
ACC

realJzes that there are

no absolute right or wrong answers for another's

value questions
- respects the individual's choice to Partici-

pate or not
- respects the individual's resPonse
- encourages each person to answer honestly

- listens and raises clarifying questions with

students
- avoids questions which may threaten or limit

thinking
- raises questions of both personal 4nd s -ial

concern.

Evalua ion

In udditien to the problems of dealing will

variety of cognitive and affective experiences, clari-

fying values and structuring appropriate learning
activities, the teacher is also faced with the problems

of evaluation. Some difficulties center around the
fact that it is sometimes easier to evaluate some of

the lower cognitive skills than conceptual or affec-

tive learning. Other problems arise because we do not

have a precise theoretical definition of personal
growth for adolescence against w)-.ich progress may be

measured. Furthermore, the acid :est of one's abil-
ity to use communication or values effectively comes
in one's life, lived largely outside the classroom.
Another difficulty is that humanistic education
stresses nole-free, nonjudgmental, and open communi-

cation between teachers and students. Traditional

grading systems in which the locus of evaluation is

in the teacher's judgment on the student's cognitive

classroom output, which is in competition with other

student's work, is inimdcal to all that we have been

discussing.

Although evaluation is always a fragile operation,

there are methods by which the scalpel is used less

11
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painfully and more profitably, without leaving "soars."

First, the teacher must be aware of the subtle power

to evaluate positively or negatively in feedback.

A brief, immediate response can signal support and

reinforcement as easily as it can sound =a doomsday

knell to a student. Second, for all students, espe-

cially for those who choose "to pass" on class acti-

vities, there must exist the opportunity to demonstrate

both their learning of communication principles and

their understanding of the possible application of

the principles to their lives. Since student comments

are necessarily based on subjective experience, the

teacher might establish criterion-referenced stand-

ards such as the following for student reports.

"First, your comments must be clearly stated. Second,

they must be clearly related to a concept in the text.

Third, they must show a possible application to your

life."

For unit, _odule, or course work, the teacher and

students might establish a clearly delineated contin-

gency contracting system where students know the

quantity and quality of work to be done at specific

intervals in the course for the contracted grade.

Throughout the course, self-rating, peer ratings,

teacher-ratings, feedback sessions or conferences can

be arranged. Finally, evaluation of one's develop-

ment in the process of learning rests with the student.

The teacher should be less concerned with the be-

havioral "objections" approach and more concerned with

behavior that is supportive of positive learning,

objective self and teacher evaluation, and authentic

personal growth.29

Conclusion

In the speech communication classroom, values

clarification activitieli can be used as motivational

techniques and as methods for teaching interpersonal

communication skills. More importantly, however,

learning to use cormunication skills can be a values

clarifying process in itself, especially in inter-

12



personal communication. But it can also occur in other

speech areas treated as primarily cognitive;

argumentation, persuasion, discussion, public addre

etc. For not only can personal values be clarified

in the process of learning to communicate and interact

with others, but social values can and should also

be clarified on the uses of facts, skills and concepts,

once maStered.

Tea,:her communication is important in the broadest

sense since a positive and supportive climate must

be created. No longer merely cognitive masters of

communication theory, teachers must be able to apply

effective interpersonal skills to their own teaching

and recognize that many of their skills will be
listening, responding, questioning, as well as in-

forming, and "telling."

Finally, evaluation, always a difficult area, can

be approached using principles consistent with personal

growth and can range from simple and subtle experiences,

such as offering brief feedback responsese, to a

highly developed set of criterion-referenced assign-

ments or contracts. Whatever the method, the purpose

is to enhance students' learning and growth.

This paper establishes a framework in which speech

communication teachers might consider values clarifi-

cation as a focus whose impact is already discernible

in our texts and teaching. Both areas have much to

offer each other as academic disciplines, and this

reciprocal relationship should concern us as teachers.

14
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